Community Scenario
2

40 MIN

Fresh Recruits
The trenches of Rivet are a vast network. They are vital for moving
fresh infantry reinforcements rapidly to the next assault. Sometimes
the trenches are only a few metres apart; with rich pickings so close,
it’s hard to resist the opportunity to hinder the enemy before the
real battle even begins.
Summary:
You are the leader of a small defence-squad
assigned to ensure the safe arrival of new recruits
to the front-line.
In this scenario, you have two objectives:



Defend the Infantry Reinforcement Units
[IRU] making their way across the board
Prevent your opponent’s [IRU] from making
their way across the board.

Neither player may deploy Tanks during this
mission; as resources are tight.
Special Rules:

Each IRU will move forward exactly 2 grids
in a movement phase. The appropriate
locations have been marked on the map
below.
If it is not possible to move the IRU it will
remain stationary and hold up the convoy!
2 IRU cannot occupy the same grid.
During the Combat phase an IRU can target
any unit in range chosen by the player.
Beneficial Action cards cannot be used on
IRU (such as “Stiff Upper Lip”).
Resources:

No Secret Missions – HQ have not assigned secret
missions to your defence-squad.
1 Infantry Reinforcement Unit (IRU) [Rifleman or
Panzerfaust] is deployed at the start of each
Deployment Phase. IRU are deployed into the
neutral deployment zone at no deployment cost to
the player.
At deployment each IRU have 2-health. This is
because they are fresh and uninjured. Use
damage markers to clearly identify IRU from other
infantry.

3 Deployment Points
1 Rivet
Victory Conditions:
VPs are awarded every time an IRU leaves
the board. The number of VPs awarded is
equal to their health.
The first player to reach 10 VPs wins.
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Example IRU with Health Markers:
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